
The RoboCup Synthetic Agent Challenge 97Hiroaki Kitano� Milind Tambe Peter StoneSony Computer Science Laboratory ISI/USC Carnegie Mellon Universitykitano@csl.sony.co.jp tambe@isi.edu stone@cs.cmu.eduManuela Veloso Silvia Coradeschi Eiichi OsawaCarnegie Mellon University Linkoeping University Sony Computer Science Laboratorymmv@cs.cmu.edu silco@ida.liu.se osawa@csl.sony.co.jpHitoshi Matsubara Itsuki Noda Minoru AsadaElectroTechnical Laboratory ElectroTechnical Laboratory Osaka Universitymatsubar@etl.go.jp noda@etl.go.jp asada@mech.eng.osaka-u.ac.jpApril 22, 1997AbstractRoboCup Challenge o�ers a set of challenges for intelligent agent researchers using a friendly com-petition in a dynamic, real-time, multi-agent domain: synthetic Soccer. While RoboCup in generalenvisions longer range challenges over the next few decades, RoboCup Challenge presents three speci�cchallenges for the next two years: (i) learning of individual agents and teams; (ii) multi-agent teamplanning and plan-execution in service of teamwork; and (iii) opponent modeling. RoboCup Challengeprovides a novel opportunity for researchers in planning and multi-agent arenas | it not only suppliesthem a concrete domain to evalute their techniques, but also challenges them to evolve these techniquesto face key constraints fundamental to this domain: real-time and teamwork.1 IntroductionRoboCup (The World Cup Robot Soccer) is an attempt to promote AI and robotics researchby providing a common task, Soccer, for evaluation of various theories, algorithms, and agentarchitectures[Kitano, et al.1995, Kitano et al.1997a, Kitano et al.1997b]. De�ning a standard problem inwhich various approaches can be compared and progress can be measured provides fertile grounds for en-gineering research. Computer chess has been a symbolic example of the standard challenge problems. Asalient feature of computer chess is that progress can be measured via actual games against human players.For an agent (a physical robot or a synthetic agent) to play soccer reasonably well, a wide range oftechnologies need to be integrated and a number of technical breakthroughs must be made. The range oftechnologies spans both AI and robotics research, such as design principles of autonomous agents, multi-agentcollaboration, strategy acquisition, real-time reasoning and planning, intelligent robotics, sensor-fusion, andso forth. RoboCup consists of three competition tracks:Real Robot League: Using physical robots to play soccer games.Software Agent League: Using software or synthetic agents to play soccer games on an o�cial soccerserver over the network.Expert Skill Competition: Competition of robots which have special skills, but are not able to play agame.�Corresponding Author: Hiroaki Kitano, Sony Computer Science Laboratory, 3-14-13 Higashi-Gotanda, Shinagawa, Tokyo141, Japan. kitano@csl.sony.co.jp RoboCup Home Page: http://www.robocup.org/RoboCup. RoboCup Mailing List:robocup@csl.sony.co.jp 1



RoboCup o�ers a software platform that forms the basis of the software or synthetic agent league. Thegoal is to enable a wider range of research in synthetic (or \virtual reality") environments, that are todayproving to be critical in training, entertainment, and education[Tambe et al.1995]. The software agent leaguealso promotes research on network-based multi-agent interactions, computer graphics, and physically realisticanimation | a set of technologies which potentially promotes advanced use of internet.2 Technical Challenges in RoboCupRoboCup o�ers signi�cant long term challenges, which will take a few decades to meet. However, due to theclarity of the �nal target, several subgoals can be derived, which de�ne mid term and short term challenges.One of the major reasons why RoboCup is attractive to so many researchers is that it requires the integrationof a broad range of technologies into a team of complete agents, as opposed to a task-speci�c functionalmodule. The long term research issues are too broad to compile as a list of speci�c items. Nevertheless, thechallenges involve a broad range of technological issues ranging from the development of physical components,such as high performance batteries and motors, to highly intelligent real time perception and control software.The mid term technical challenges, which are the target for the next 10 years, can be made more concrete,and a partial list of speci�c topics can be compiled. Following is a partial list of research areas involvedin RoboCup, mainly targeted for the mid term time span: (1) agent architecture in general, (2) combiningreactive approach and modeling/planning approach, (3) real-time recognition, planning, and reasoning, (4)reasoning and action in dynamics environment, (5) sensor fusion, (6) multi-agent systems in general, (7)behavior learning for complex tasks, (8) strategy acquisition, and (9) cognitive modeling in general.In addition to these technologies, providing a network-based soccer server with high quality 3D graphicscapabilities requires advancement of technologies for the real time animation of simulated soccer players andnetwork-based interactive multi-user server system. These are key technologies for network-based servicesin the coming years.The RoboCup Challenge shall be understood in the context of larger and longer range challenges, ratherthan as a one-shot challenge. Thus, we wish to provide a series of short term challenges, which naturally leadsto the accomplishment of the mid term and long term challenges. RoboCup challenge is organized into threemajor classes; (1) Synthetic Agent Challenge, (2) Physical Agent Challenge, and (3) Infrastructure Challenge.The RoboCup Synthetic Agent Challenge deal with technologies which can be developed using softwaresimulator, which is described in this paper. The RoboCup Physical Agent Challenge intends to promoteresearch using real robot, and thus requires longer-time frame for each challenge to be accomplished. Detailsof this challange is described in [Asada et al.1997], and carried out togather with the RoboCup SyntheticAgent Challenge but in more moderate timeframe. The Infrstructure Challenge will be presented to facilitateresearch to establish infrastructure aspect of RoboCup, AI, and robotics in general. Such challenge includeseducation programs, common robot platforms and components standard, automatic commentary systemsand intelligent studio systems for RoboCup games.3 Overview of The RoboCup Synthetic Agent ChallengeFor the RoboCup Synthetic Agent Challenge 97, we o�er three speci�c targets, critical not only for RoboCupbut also for general AI research. These challenges will speci�cally deal with the software agent league, ratherthan the real robot league.The fundamental issue for researchers who wish to build a team for RoboCup is to design a multiagentsystem that behaves in real-time, performing reasonable goal-directed behaviors. Goals and situations changedynamically and in real-time. Because the state-space of the soccer game is prohibitively large for anyoneto hand-code all possible situations and agent behaviors, it is essential that agents learn to play the gamestrategically. The research issues in this aspect of the challenge involve:(1) machine learning in a multiagent, collaborative and adversarial environment, (2) multiagent architec-tures, enabling real-time multiagent planning and plan execution in service of teamwork, and (3) opponentmodelling.Therefore, we propose the following three challenges as areas of concentration for the RoboCup SyntheticAgent Challenge 97: 2



� Learning challenge� Teamwork challenge� Opponent modeling challengeEvaluating how well competing teams meet these challenges in RoboCup is clearly di�cult. If the taskis to provide the fastest optimization algorithm for a certain problem, or to prove a certain theorem, thecriteria are evident. However, in RoboCup, while there may be a simple test set to examine basic skills, itis not generally possible to evaluate the goodness of a team until it actually plays a game. Furthermore,a standard, highly skilled team of opponents is useful to set an absolute basis for such evaluation. Wehope to use hand-coded teams, possibly with highly domain-speci�c coordination, to provide such a teamof opponents. Indeed, in a series of preliminary competitions such as PreRoboCup-96 held at the IROS-96 conference, and several other local competitions, teams with well-designed hand-coded behaviors, butwithout learning and planning capabilities, have performed better than teams with learning and planningschemes. Of course, these hand-coded teams enjoyed the advantage of very low game complexities in initialstages of RoboCup | increasingly complex team behaviors, tactics and strategies will necessitate agents toface up to the challenges of learning, teamwork and opponent modeling.Therefore, responses to this challenge will be evaluated based on (1) their performance against somestandard hand-coded teams as well as other teams submitted as part of the competition; (2) behaviorswhere task speci�c constraints are imposed, such as probabilistic occurance of unexpected events, (3) a setof task speci�c sequences, and (4) novelty and technical soundess of the apporach.4 The RoboCup Learning Challenge4.1 ObjectivesThe objectives of the RoboCup Learning Challenge is to solicit comprehensive learning schemesapplicable to the learning of multiagent systems which need to adapt to the situation, and toevaluate the merits and demerits of proposed approaches using standard tasks.Learning is an essential aspect of intelligent systems. In the RoboCup learning challenge, the task is tocreate a learning and training method for a group of agents. The learning opportunities in this domain canbe broken down into several types:1. O�-line skill learning by individual agents;2. O�-line collaborative learning by teams of agents;3. On-line skill and collaborative learning;4. On-line adversarial learning.The distinction between o�-line and on-line learning is particularly important in this domain since gameslast for only 20 minutes. Thus on-line techniques, particularly if they are to learn concepts that are speci�cto an individual game, must generalize very quickly. For example, if a team is to learn to alter its behaviorto an individual opponent, the team had better be able to improve its performance before the game is overand a new opponent appears. Such distinctions in learning can be applied to a broad range of multi-agentsystems which involve learning capabilities.4.2 Technical IssuesTechnical issues anticipated in meeting this challenge are the development of novel learning schemes whichcan e�ectively train individual agents and teams of agents in both o�-line and on-line methods. One exampleof possible learning scheme for meeting this challenge is as follows:3



O�-line skill learning by individual agents: learning to intercept the ball or learning to kick the ballwith the appropriate power when passing.Since such skills are challenging to hand-code, learning can be useful during a skill development phase.However, since the skills are invariant from game to game, there is no need to relearn them at the beginningof each new game [Stone and Veloso1997].O�-line collaborative learning by teams of agents: learning to pass and receive the ball.This type of skill is qualitatively di�erent from the individual skills in that the behaviors of multipleagents must be coordinated. A "good" pass is only good if it is appropriate for the receivers receiving action,and vice versa. For example, if the passer passes the ball to the receiver's left, then the receiver must at thesame time move to the left in order to successfully complete a pass. As above, such coordination can carryover from game to game, thus allowing o�-line learning techniques to be used [Stone and Veloso1997].On-line skill and collaborative learning: learning to play positions.Although o�-line learning methods can be useful in the above cases, there may also be advantages tolearning incrementally as well. For example, particular aspects of an opposing teams' behavior may rendera �xed passing or shooting behavior inefective. In that case, the ability to adaptively change collaborativeor individual behaviors during the course of a game, could contribute to a team's success.At a higher level, team issues such as role (position) playing on the �eld might be best handled withadaptive techniques. Against one opponent it might be best to use 3 defenders and 8 forwards; whereasanother opponent might warrant a di�erent con�guration of players on the �eld. The best teams shouldhave the ability to change con�gurations in response to events that occur during the course of a game.On-line adversarial learning: learning to react to predicted opponent actions.If a player can identify patterns in the opponents' behaviors, it should be able to proactively counteractthem. For example, if the opponent's player number 4 always passes to its teammate number 6, then player6 should always be guarded when player 4 gets the ball.4.3 EvaluationFor challenge responses that address the machine learning issue (particularly the on-line learning issue),evaluation should be both against the publicly available teams and against at least one previously unseenteam.First, teams will play games against other teams and publicly available teams under normal circumstances.This evaluates the team's general performance. This involves both AI-based and non-AI based teams.Next, teams will play a set of de�ned benchmarks. For example, after �xing their programs, challengersmust play a part of the game, starting from the de�ned player positions, with the movement of the opponentspre-de�ned, but not disclosed to the challengers. After several sequences of the game, the performance willbe evaluated to see if it was able to improve with experience. The movement of the opponents are notcoded using absolute coordinate positions, but as a set of algorithms which generates motion sequences.The opponent algorithms will be provided by the organizers of the challenge by withholding at least onesuccessful team from being publicly accessible.Other benckmarks which will clearly evaluate learning performance will be announced after discussionwith challenge participants.5 The RoboCup Teamwork Challenge5.1 ObjectivesThe RoboCup Teamwork Challenge addresses issues of real-time planning, re-plannig, and exe-cution of multi-agent teamwork in a dynamic adversarial environment. Major issues of interestin this speci�c challenge for the 97-99 period are architectures for real-time planning and planexecution in a team context (essential for teamwork in RoboCup). In addition, generality of thearchitecture for non-RoboCup applications will be an important factor.4



Teamwork in complex, dynamicmulti-agent domains such as Soccer mandates highly exible coordinationand communication to surmount the uncertainities, e.g., dynamic changes in team's goals, team members'unexpected inability to ful�l responsibilities, or unexpected discovery of opportunities. Unfortunately, im-plemented multi-agent systems often rely on preplanned, domain-speci�c coordination that fails to providesuch exibility. First, it is di�cult to anticipate and preplan for all possible coordination failures; particu-larly in scaling up to complex situations. Thus, it is not robust enough for dynamic tasks, such as soccergames. Second, given domain speci�city, reusability su�ers. Furthermore, planning coordination on the y isdi�cult, particularly, in domains with so many possible actions and such large state spaces. Indeed, typicalplanners need signi�cantly longer to �nd even a single valid plan. The dynamics of the domain caused bythe unpredictable opponent actions make the situation considerably more di�cult.A fundamental reason for these teamwork limitations is the current agent architectures. Architecturessuch as Soar[Newell1990], RAP[Firby1987], IRMA[Pollack1991], and BB1[Hayes-Roth et al.1995] facilitatean individual agent's exible behaviors via mechanisms such as commitments and reactive plans. How-ever, teamwork is more than a simple union of such exible individual behaviors, even if coordinated. Anow well-known example (originally from [Cohen and Levesque1991]) is ordinary tra�c, which even thoughsimultaneous and coordinated by tra�c signs, is not teamwork. Indeed, theories of teamwork point tonovel mental constructs as underlying teamwork, such as team goals, team plans, mutual beliefs, and jointcommitments[Grosz1996, Cohen and Levesque1991], lacking in current agent architectures. In particular,team goals, team plans or mutual beliefs are not explicitly represented; furthermore, concepts of team com-mitments are absent. Thus, agents cannot explicitly represent and reason about their team goals and plans;nor exibly communicate/coordinate when unanticipated events occur. For instance, an agent cannot itselfreason about its coordination responsibilities when it privately realizes that the team's current plan is un-achievable | e.g., that in the best interest of the team, it should inform its teammates. Instead, agentsmust rely on domain-speci�c coordination plans that address such contigencies on a case-by-case basis.The basic architectural issue in the teamwork challenge is then to construct architectures that can supportplanning of team activities, and more importantly execution of generated team plans. Such planning andplan execution may be accomplished via a two tiered architecture, but the entire system must operate inreal-time. In RoboCup Soccer Server, sensing will be done in every 300 to 500 milli-seconds, and actioncommand can be dispatched every 100 milli-second. Situation changes at milli-second order, thus planning,re-planning, and execution of plans must be done in real-time.5.2 Technical IssuesWe present a key set of issues that arise assuming our particular two tiered planning and plan-executionapproach to teamwork. Of course, those who approach the problem from di�erent perspective may havedi�erent issues, and the issues may change depending on the type of architecture employed.The following is the envisioned teamwork challenge in this domain: (i) a team deliberatively accumulatesa series of plans to apply to games with di�erent adversarial teams; (ii) game plans are de�ned at anabstract level that needs to be re�ned for real execution; (iii) real-time execution in a team-plan executionframework/architecture that is capable of addressing key contigencies. Such an architecture also alleviatesthe planning concerns by providing some \commonsense" teamwork behaviors | not all of the coordinationactions are required to be planned in detail as a result. The key research tasks here are:Contingency planning for multiagent adversarial game playing: Before a game starts, one wouldexpect the team to generate a strategic plan for the game that includes contingency plan segments that areto be recognized and eventually slightly adapted in real-time. Two main challenges can be identi�ed in thistask:� De�nition of strategic task actions with probabilistic applicability conditions and e�ects. Uncertaintyin the action speci�cation is directly related to the identi�cation of possible probabilistic disruptive orfavorable external events.� De�nition of objectives to achieve. In this domain, the goal of winning and scoring should be decom-posed in a variety of more concrete goals that serve the ultimate �nal scoring goal. Examples areactions and goals to achieve speci�c attacking or defending positioning.5



Plan decomposition and merge: A correspondence between team actions and goals and individualactions and goals must be set. The team plan decomposition may create individual goals that are notnecessarily known to all the team players. Furthermore, within the contingency team plan, it is expectedthat there may be a variety of adversary-independent and adversary-dependent goals. The decomposition,coordination, and appropriate merge of individual plans to the service of the main team plan remain openchallenging research tasks. RoboCup provides an excellent framework to study these issuesExecuting Team Plans: Team plan execution during the game is the determining factor in the perfor-mance of the team. It addresses the coordination contigencies that arise during the execution, without theneed for detailed, domain-speci�c coordination plans. Execution also monitors the contingency conditionsthat are part of the global contingency team plan. Selection of the appropriate course of action is driven bythe state information gathered by execution.5.3 EvaluationsThe Teamwork Challenge scenario described above has been idealized by several AI researchers, at leastin the planning and multiagent communities. RoboCup, both in its simulated and real leagues, provides asynergistic framework to develop and/or test dynamic planning multiagent algorithms.Speci�cally, we are planning to evaluate the architecture and teams in the following evaluation scheme:Basic Performance: The team must be able to play reasonably well against both the best hand-codedteams, which has no planning, and against other planning-based systems. Relative performance of theteam can be measured by actually playing a series of games against other unknown teams. Thus, basicperformance will be measured by:� Performance against hand-coded teams.� Performance against other teams.Robustness: The robustness in teamwork means that the team, as a whole, can continue to carry out themission even if unexpected changes, such as accidental removal of the players in the team, suddenchange of team conposition, or changes in operation environment. For example, if one of players inthe team was disabled, the team should be able to cope with such accidents, by taking over the roleof disabled players, or reformulating their team strategy. Thus, this evalution represents a set ofunexpected incidents during the game, such as:� Some players will be disabled, or their capability will be signi�cantly undermined by these acci-dents. Also, some disabled players may be enabled later in the game.� Opponent switch their strategy, and the team must cope with their new strategy in real time.� Some of opponent's players will be disabled, or their performance will be signi�cantly undermined.These disabled players may come back to the game later.� Teammate changes during the game.� Weather factor changes.The RoboCup Teamwork Challenge therefore is to de�ne a general set of teamwork capabilities to beintegrated with agent architectures to facilitate exible, reusable teamwork. The following then establishthe general evaluation criteria:General Performace: General performance of the team, thus the underlying algorithms, can be measuredby a series of games against various teams. This can be divided into two classes (1) normal com-peitions where no accidental factors involved, and (2) contigency evaluaiton where accidental factorsare introduced.Real-Time Operations: The real-time execution, monotoring, and replanning of the contingency plan isan important factor of the evaluaiton. For any team to be successful in the RoboCup server, it mustbe able to react in real time: sensory information arrives between 2 and 8 times a second and agentscan act up to 10 times a second. 6



Generality: Reuse of architecture in other applications: Illustrate the reuse of teamwork capabilities inother applications, including applications for information integration on the internet, entertainment,training, etc.Conformity with Learning: Finally, given the premises above and the complexity of the issues, we argueand challenge that a real-timemultiagent planning system needs to have the ability to be well integratedwith a learning approach, i.e., it needs to re�ne and dynamically adapt and re�ne its complete behavior(individual and team) based on its past experience.Other issues such as reuse of teamwork architecture within the RoboCup community, and planning forteam players that are not yet active in order to increase their probability of being useful in future moves,such as role playing and positioning of the team players that do not have the ball, will be considered, too.6 RoboCup Opponent Modeling ChallengeAgent modeling { modeling and reasoning about other agent's goals, plans, knowledge, capabilities, oremotions | is a key issue in multi-agent interaction. The RoboCup opponent modeling challenge callsfor research on modeling a team of opponents in a dynamic, multi-agent domain. The modeling issues inRoboCup can be broken down into three parts:On-line tracking: Involves individual players' real-time, dynamic tracking of opponents' goals and inten-tions based on observations of actions. A player may use such tracking to predict the opponents' playand react appropriately. Thus if a player predicts that player-5 is going to pass a ball to player-4,then it may try to cover player-4. Such on-line tracking may also be used in service of deception. Thechallenges here are (i) real-time tracking despite the presence of ambiguity; (ii) addressing the dy-namism in the world; (iii) tracking teams rather than only individuals { this requires an understandingof concepts involved in teamwork.On-line tracking may feed input to the on-line planner or the on-line learning alogrithm.On-line strategy recognition: "Coach" agents for teams may observe a game from the sidelines, andunderstand the high-level strategies employed by the opposing team. This contrasts with on-linetracking because the coach can perform a much higher-level, abstract analysis, and in the absence ofreal-time pressures, its analysis can be more detailed.The coach agents may then provide input to its players to change the team formations, or play strategy.O�-line review: "Expert" agents may observe the teams playing in an after-action review, to recognizethe strenghts and weaknesses of the teams, and provide an expert commentary. These experts may betrained on databases of human soccer play.These issues pose some fundamental challenges that will signi�cantly advance the state of the art in agentmodeling. In particular, previous work has mostly focused on plan recognition in static, single-agent domains,without real-time constraints. Only recently has attention shifted to dynamic, real-time environments, andmodeling of multi-agent teamwork[Tambe1996b].A realistic challenge for IJCAI-99 will be to aim for on-line tracking. Optimistically, we expect someprogress towards on-line strategy recognition; o�-line review will likely require further research beyondIJCAI-99.For evaluation, we propose, at least, following evaluation to be carried out to measure the progress:Game Playing: A team of agents plays against two types of teams:� One or two unseen RoboCup team from IJCAI-97, shielded from public view.� The same unseen RoboCup teams from IJCAI-97 as above, but modi�ed with some new behaviors.These teams will now deliberately try out new adventurous strategies, or new defensive strategies.Disabled Tracking: Tracking functionality of the agents will be turned o�, and compared with normalperformance. 7



Deceptive Sequences: Fake teams will be created which generates deceptive moves. The challenger'sagent must be able to recognize the opponent's deceptive moves to beat this team.For each type of team, we will study the performance of the agent-modelers. Of particular interest isvariations seen in agent-modelers behaviors given the modi�cation in the opponents' behaviors. For eachtype of team, we will also study the advise o�ered by the coach agent, and the reviews o�ered by the expertagents, and the changes in them given the changes in the opponents' behaviors.7 Managing ChallengesIn order to facilitate technical progress based on the RoboCup challenge, we o�er basic resources andopportunities.The RoboCup Challenge Committee: The RoboCup Challenge Committee will be formed to executethe challenge initiative. The commitee will include members of the international executive committeefor RoboCup and distinguished researchers not directly involved in RoboCup. The committee willcreate speci�c tasks and criteria for evaluation, as well as providing technical advice for the challengers.Resources: In the RoboCup home page, basic software resources and technical information can be obtained.(http://www.robocup.org/RoboCup) Software includes the Soccer Server system, which is a serversystem for the simulation track, and various sample teams. In addition, sample test sequences will beprovided. The home page also provides a set of papers and technical documents related to RoboCup.Competitions: A series of RoboCup competitions are planned to provide opportunities to test ideas. Asinternational events, we are planning to have RoboCup-98 in Paris (The O�cial Event of the WorldCup), RoboCup-98 Victoria (as a part of IROS-98 conference), and RoboCup-98 Singapore (as a partof PRICAI-98 Conference). Several local competitions will be organized by local committee in eachregion. The �nal evaluation and exhibit of the results will be made at IJCAI-99.Workshops: Workshops will be organized at major international conferences, as well as at local workshops,in order to faciliate exchange of information, to have technical discussions, and to get feedback on thestatus of the challengers in relation to the overall framework of the challenge.8 ConclusionThe RoboCup Challenge-97 o�ers a set of three fundamental challenges, focused on learning, real-timeplanning, and opponent modeling. Learning and real-time planning of multi-agent systems were chosen asthe �rst set of challenges because they are essential technical issues for RoboCup, as well as for general AIsystems using a multi-agent approach. Together with the physical agent challenge, these challenges will bebe a basis for the RoboCup Challenge-99, and for longer research enterprises.References[Asada et al.1997] Asada, M., Kuniyoshi, M., Drogoul, A., Asama, H., Mataric, M., Duhaut, D., Stone, P., andKitano, H., "The RoboCup Physical Agent Challenge: Phase-I," To appear in Applied Arti�cial Intelligence (AAI)Journal, 1997.[Cohen and Levesque1991] Cohen, P. R. and Levesque, H. J., "Con�rmation and Joint Action", Proceedings of In-ternational Joint Conf. on Arti�cial Intelligence, 1991.[Firby1987] Firby, J., \An investigation into reactive planning in complex domains", Proceedings of National Conf.on Arti�cial Intelligence, 1987.[Grosz1996] Grosz, B., "Collaborating Systems", AI magazine, 17, 1996.[Hayes-Roth et al.1995] Hayes-Roth, B. and Brownston, L. and Gen, R. V., \Multiagent collaobration in directedimprovisation", Proceedings of International Conf. on Multi-Agent Systems, 1995.8
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